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Temple Grandin grew up knowing she was different. She hated loud sounds and crowded places, and 
she did not like being squeezed or hugged. At first, teachers believed that she would never amount to 
anything, but Temple’s mom didn’t believe these lies. Instead, she found teachers who were willing to 
work with Temple. These teachers helped Temple understand that she was, “different, not less.” To 
escape teasing from classmates, Temple visited her aunt’s farm, and it was here that Temple finally felt 
at home. She realized that she understood the animals, so she was able to suggest some improvements 
to problems that farmers experienced with their livestock. Emboldened by her love of animals, Temple 
earned several college degrees, became a speaker, and won multiple awards. This book has simple, 
rhyming text, making the content matter suitable for all ages of readers, and the illustrations are large 
and bright, capturing the reader’s attention. Grandin’s motivational message that differences shouldn’t 
hold a student back could be applied to every classroom.  
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